The Road to Modernization Just Got Smoother

Rocket Content Services helps accelerate your modernization journey without disrupting your day-to-day operations.
Rocket Content Services

Modernize? Yes. But it's how that really matters. And we get it. Organizations have legacy systems with custom code and content in multiple locations they can't afford to lose. Migration and modernization complexities that arise from storage on mainframes, in open source, cloud, and hybrid systems. The need to upgrade and maintain a full-service operation for employees and customers while keeping compliance and governance is simply overwhelming.


Your modernization journey is unique to you. And with Rocket Content Services, so is your IT road map. Why? Because your business needs agility now more than ever. In an uncertain economy your organization must reduce costs and improve efficiencies. And the route there needs to eliminate risks not increase them.

How?

Be a mortgage company that increases worker productivity by 700%, reduces closing document processing time by 67%, and achieves data accuracy rates of over 90%.

Be an insurance company that reduces infrastructure costs by 30% and incorporates the federation of 10,000 users across 5 content systems.

Be a logistics company that has 32% more hours dedicated to value added operations and saves tens of thousands of dollars in printing and paper costs.

—Actual Rocket customer outcomes
Rocket Content Services provides a suite of product offerings to guide your organization at your pace. We don't sell a one-size-fits-all for modernization because there isn't one. We recognize the complexities of different industries, different legacy systems and different timelines for digital transformations.

The Content Services portfolio delivers incremental choice to our customers to manage mission critical information. It allows for content federation, giving end users and developers one interface to access all enterprise data. Through a single API, there is structured and layered access to information for security, compliance, and governance, at scale.

No matter where you start or where you finish in your modernization journey, the benefits remain the same.

- Reduce costs and boost compliance
- Deliver your customer promise
- Manage critical data across a hybrid infrastructure
- Eliminate redundant systems and vendors
- Consolidate content and improve accessibility
- Ensure data quality and governance

Rocket Content Services works hand in hand with established companies in banking and finance, insurance, healthcare, retail, and manufacturing. Industries that manage critical information with complex compliance standards, high customer service demands, and robust enterprise systems.

Businesses that can’t afford to stop, have systems go offline or have data quality compromised.

The Content Services portfolio promotes novel ways of doing business, improves resilience, and your ability to respond to your market’s demand for digital, workforce, and regulatory changes.
Rocket Content Services is an integrated family of products designed to work alone or in tandem. Best of all, the suite works with your enterprise systems and apps, including Microsoft 365 and SAP, to improve your data management and user experience, transform your business, and govern your information.

Rocket Mobius

Deliver, innovate, and solve your content management needs with flexible deployment and comprehensive service offerings so you can better manage growing data and information. Mobius will:

• Modernize at your pace – hybrid or all in
• Simplify workflows reducing costs and vendors
• Address content scalability, aggregation, and integration issues
• Govern business critical content

Do you have decades of investment in IT environments and business processes? Rocket Mobius helps you manage and distribute content keeping in line with your corporate policies, industry regulations, and government mandates to ensure compliance and business success.

Learn more about Rocket® Mobius

Rocket Content Automation

Automate, govern, and transform your content while maintaining data quality and compliance at scale. Content Automation will:

• Achieve faster time-to-value
• Derive more value from data
• Mitigate compliance risks and costs

Do you need to connect legacy systems to modern business processes? Content Automation provides a single end to end technology fabric with modern tools to bridge mainframe, distributed, and cloud technologies.

Learn more about Rocket® Content Automation
Rocket Audit and Analytics Services

Monitor, reconcile and improve processes in real time, syncing data quality and compliance at scale. Audit and Analytics will:

• Increase productivity
• Lower regulatory and audit management costs
• Automate governance to reduce risks

Do your auditing, financial and IT professionals need low code tools to improve performance and cycle times while lowering costs? Audit and Analytic Services helps you eliminate an army of analysts, systemizing information to detect and correct errors in real time, capturing the audit trail.

Learn more about Rocket® Audit and Analytics Services

Rocket Cypress

Manage, integrate, and personalize volumes of content to share documents and data with customers, users, and partners. Cypress will:

• Improve workflows
• Communicate tailored information at scale
• Play a vital role in mainframe modernization

Do you need to retool systems that have created information in your mainframe programs for years? Cypress is the modern technology that can help you rewrite legacy programs to integrate with current systems and the cloud.

Learn more about Rocket® Cypress
Rocket EOS 360

Automate, secure, and standardize your output management process, lowering costs and increasing your organization's efficiency. EOS will:

- Capture output from applications
- Manage data storage
- Provide fast and secure access

Do you need a modern interface to provide customers and employees with the digital experience they expect? EOS 360 integrates with your current systems and facilitates access to reports from any browser or mobile device all the while increasing the security of your data.

Learn more about Rocket® EOS 360
About Rocket Software

Rocket Software partners with the largest Fortune 1000 organizations to solve their most complex IT challenges across Applications, Data and Infrastructure. Rocket Software brings customers from where they are in their modernization journey to where they want to be by architecting innovative solutions that deliver next-generation experiences. Over 10 million global IT and business professionals trust Rocket Software to deliver solutions that improve responsiveness to change and optimize workloads. Rocket Software enables organizations to modernize in place with a hybrid cloud strategy to protect investment, decrease risk and reduce time to value. Rocket Software is a privately held U.S. corporation headquartered in the Boston area with centers of excellence strategically located throughout North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Rocket Software is a portfolio company of Bain Capital Private Equity. Follow Rocket Software on LinkedIn and Twitter.

Modernize at your own pace – meet the future today.
Visit RocketSoftware.com